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BANDERS'SHOPTALK I 
Banders' Shopt al k is an informal 
discussion among handers who 
wish to share their knowledge 
with others, Most of the time, 
it will consist of ideas, loose
ly put together, about equip
ment, identification, age, sex 
and general field methods, Each 
issue can consist of one lon g ar
ticle, several shorter articles, 
or, even a few lines, The main 
purpose is to get handers to par
ticipate, You might call it a 
workshop session on paper, Arti
cles need not be typed and they 
will be printed pretty much as 
they are received, Won't~ help? 

THE BIRD IN THE CAGE I IN THE NET 
AND IN THE HAND, 

By: Hans Bub and Fredericks. Schaeffer••••••••••••• ••••••• •• ••••••••••• 

It is often amazing how little attention we pay to questions which 
always surround us in our work, A lot is obvious, much seems totally un
important to us, some facets elude us completely, We should set out to 
examine all topics presented below, Our bandin g programs today cover a 
much greater scope than in the past, not only in favor of safer captu
ring techniques, but also in greater numbers banded, 

On these grounds, we would like to examine the various topics here, 
so that we may reach more meaningful conclusions in the coming years, In 
conducting a meaningful study, taking notes is of the utmost importance, 
We suggest that the topics presented here be copied in the same order, 
simply in a small notebook or on index cards, One side should always be 
kept blank, 

Many questions can be answered in statistical form but to do this, 
we have to acquire experience, When we become accomplished statisticians, 
they will be more easily adopted and understood, 

1• The banding of non-flying (locals) birds 

The banding of nestlings, particularly those which are still unable to 
fly, has been greatly neglected since the Japanese mistnet became popular. 
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Despite this, nestling banding is of great importance, for migration 
studies as well as the avifaunal and other aspects of ornithology, Re
search in population ecology cannot progress without the banding of 
nestlings, 

The following questions are of particular interest to us1 

1. At what age can young of give n spec i es be safely ba.nded 7 
2 , Is a partic ul ar time of day desireab l e? We may not necessarily like 

to band in the ear ly morning or late eveni ng hours , One usuall y 
at t empts to capt ure l ocals of plovers (e.g. Lapwings, sh orebirds ) in 
the evening h~urs, when the adults are engage d in inc ubation, 
), How do adults behave before and after their young are banded, parti

cularly if those young are still in the nest? 
4. How should we remove the young from the nest: singularly, or altoge-

ther? How do we return them to the nest and what amount of care do 
we have t o t ake to accompli sh th is ? It is said to happen that Barn 
Swal lows and Bla ck Redst art s eje ct t heir young from t he nest when they 
were ban ded, I f this indeed occu re d, it is possible t hat t hose nestlings 
wer e ext r emely young when banded . We should therefor e r eturn the young 
t o th e ne s t in such a way t hat th e band is not visib le to the adult 
birds, Additional data is desired on this aspect, We direct your atten
tion to Loehrl, H, (1950) " Zum Verhalten einiger Singvoegel vor und nach 
dem Flueggewerden" ( The behavior of several songbirds before and after 
taking flight from the nest) Vogelwarte 15, p, 21)-219, Also see further 
references listed at the end of this paper. 

Some of the questions which appear in this paper may seem 
very basic to you, Admittedly, in American Ornithology, 
the answers to some of these questions are known, but de
finitely not for all species. We implore you to take co
pious notes in any case for we are confident that, even
tually, you will come upon something which is still un
known and has not been written up in literature. Countless 
examples of this exist, one has but to read through the 
short notes in Bird-B andi ng, Wils on Bulletin , etc, The pur
pose of this paper is to increase your overall awareness of 
often overlooked facets in the study of birds, 

II, Use of Decoys 

Many banders have some experience in the use of live decoys, more 
often, the beginner does not. We should therefore delve into this sub
ject more deeply and discuss our experiences so that this knowledge may 
be more widely distributed, 

The decoy will undoubtedly play a greater role in the future be
cause it makes capture of greater numbers possible, We would first like 
to discuss objective methods of caging and holding birds as decoys, The 
following points, within the scope of this topic, interest us in parti
culars Size of the cage used1 nourishment of birds used as decoys1 their 
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behavior toward other birds in small and large cages; conditions needed 
to maintain their safety when caged, etc. We should consider, not only 
songbirds, but also other species often used as decoys, 

III, Capturing with Decoys 

The results of our bird-trapping methods depend largely on the use 
of decoys, if used advantageously and if we are aware of the behavior of 
other birds which are still free,toward these decoys, Few techniques are 
more specialized and a great many questions concerning this topic still 
warrant answering, 

a) Treatment and use of live decoys, 

1, Treatment of decoys before capture, When we wish to capture birds for 
example, on the weekend, should we remove the decoys from their hol

ding cages the evening before our banding session, or not7 (In Europe 0 

birds used as decoys are kept in captivity as long as they are needed 
for this purpose), 
2, What care is needed, for the decoy, during the trapping period? 
J. How many decoys should be used under various conditions7 
4. Are there differences between decoys in their use, of different sex, 

or only so in spring or autumn7 This is a facet where additional data 
are needed to determine how strongly a free bird reacts toward decoys 
of different sex in different seasons, Are there species with which the 
decoy's sex makes no difference? 
5, How are decoys of various species used to our greatest advantage, to 

cause the strongest possible attraction7 Should they be used on the 
ground, conspicuously, or well camouflaged? 
6, At which time is it best to use bait, either solid or fluid? 
7. When should bird-calls (recorded, etc,) be used? 
8, Which species are more suitable as decoys for capturing birds of 

prey? For instance, birds used in Bal-Chatri traps must have the qua ... 
lity to remain lively even in the moment of mortal danger, Bramblings 
have this qualification, 

New questions occur to us about the use of decoys within the gath
ering cages 1 

1, Do they attract the other birds? 
2. Do they warn off other birds in the same cage? 
3, Do they create no noticeable reaction on the part of other birds at 

all? 

b) Behavior of .f!:!.!. birds toward decoys, 

l. Do species react only to decoys of their own kind, or also toward de
coys of other species and genera? 

2, How do free birds react toward one or more or many decoys? 
J, Which species necessitate the use of vegetation on or around their 

perch? 
4, Do free birds react differently at different times of the day or 

season toward bait, water, similar species, different sexes or other 
genera? 
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5, Is there a minimum altitude at which the free bird will interrupt 
its flight, to allow itself to be attracted to decoys below? 

6. What role does the weather play in this aspect? 
7, Does the decoy effect free birds in a "visible" or an "accoustical" 

way, or both? 

IV, Behavior of free birds to be captured in traps~ nets. 

This chapter is most interesting and important. A sound knowledge 
of this aspect is still lacking for many species1 how to capture them, 
in such a way that a minimum disturbance is caused them. Not only could 
we catch birds in a manner most J)llaised by conservationists, if we knew 
all the answers, but we could also satisfy our own asperations as ban
ders. While we are studying these factors, we will also be able to con
tribute toward ornithological and ethological knowledge and will become 
more familiar with the psychology of birds. 

a) Behavior during capture. 

1. Are the birds afraid of the traps? 
2, Are we able to employ methcbds which will heighten or lessen fear? 
J, Are there factors which increase or decrease fear? 
4. How well should the traps be camouflaged? 

Here another short note is needed, A great many banders 
have trapped birds in the same manner for years and will 
undoubtedly claim that their method is the best. Let us 
pose the question-- when you take a bird from your traps 
or nets, is it calm, or is it in shock? Can you tell the 
difference between these two conditions? These symptoms 
are amazingly similar, you know ••• 

5, Can birds be captured safely on the breeding grounds? 

Besides notes on the types of traps used, date and time, we should also 
examine the following1 Age and Sex; Number of birds involved; Ecological 
setting; Weather, i.e. Temperature, Wind and Oloud oover; Precipitation. 

b) Behavior in the traps. 

Dr. Sunkel ( Jrnl, for Ornith. 1 1956) offered some very pertinent questions 
about this topic1 

l. What areithe characteristics of behavior of birds caught in various 
traps we use? 

2. Do captured birds call, or not? 
3, Do they ·struggle, squirm or try to escape? Are they quiet? What parts 

of the body do they employ to gain exit from the cage? How are these 
used? Do they "hammer" away at the mesh, in the manner of a Woodpecker, 
or, do they tug and tear like a Chickadee (Tit) at the mesh or net? Is 
the bill used to peck at an imaginary enemy? Do they cause themselved to 
become even more entangled by their continuous struggle for freedom like 
the short tailed Kinglets or Dipper do, or is their long tail an impedi
ment as with Barn Swallows, Long-tailed Tits or White Wagtails? 
4. Do they feign shock? 
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5. Do sudden molts occur, caused by fear, and which feathers are lost? 

The following considerations are also of importance to note, besides 
type of trap, date, ti.me and weathers biotope, number of birds(Is this 
form of behavior equally noticeable with one or with many birds?), Age, 
Sex and weather conditions. 

V, Behavior of_! captured bird, in the hand, 

This chapter is of special interest, for it is in the hand that a 
bird's reactions are most noticeable. We (at Vogelwarte Helgeland) have 
already noted the different behavioral characteristics of various species 
held in the hand. Some are, for example, noticeably resigned to their fate 
while others defend themselves by squirming about, pecking or an uncea
sing "bawling" (e,g, Flickers). In ornithological literature we can find 
a number of considerations on this topic. The following questions occur 
to USI 

1. Is the bird outwardly excited? 
2, Does it vocalize? 
3, Does it try to escape (and how?), or, does it resign itself to remain 

in that position? 
4. Does the captured bird display particular behavioral characteristics, 

as Wrynecks and Kingfishers do? 
5, Does a bird go into shock and how is this apparent? How long does this 

condition last? 
6. Does the bird become partially or completely paralyzed and how is this 

noticeable? How long does this condition last? 
7, Do they suddenly molt, as caused by fear? (Schreckmauser) 

We should also consider the following questions1 

How should we hold a given species? How does the M.rd react toward the 
various methods of holding? (Fowl, for instance are held by the legs) How 
does the bird reaet to being held in a holding bag or a gathering cage? 

(Again, all observations should include the date , time , age and sex, 
if possible, and all other details based on the questions,) 

VI. Behavior of Birds after Release, 

This topic has been discussed in detail in "Vogelfang und Vogelbe
ringung" (see references), Vol. III, pp, 106-7, The following -questions 
come to minds 

1, Does the bird vocalize, and in what way? How long after release does 
it begin to call? 

2. How far does the bird fiy after it is released? (If you are in a very 
open area, the answer may be more significant than in a planted area), 

3, Does the bird occupy himself with the band, attempting to remove it? 
Does he let the banded leg "trail" behind? 

4. What is the behavior of free birds toward those just released? 
5, Does a bird, after being released, shake himself? Does he bathe? Does 

he preen, and how thoroughly? 
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6. Does he return to the trapping area again and how often? Is he re-
captured? Here we can also note the behavior differences which occur 

in the breeding season, versus behavior in other seasons of the year. 
7, Does the bird avoid the trapping area? 

Recommended experiments, 

How do birds behave, when one, two, three or more area released at 
the same time? How do they behave when they are released in such a way 
that they have full view of the trapping area and what happens when they 
reach an area completely void of traps? Again, all notes should include 
date, time, age and sex, weather, etc, 

VII, Broodpatch and Cloacal Condition 

This chapter has been discussed in Volume IV of "Vogelfang und 
Vogelberingung". 

a) Incubation patch 

Res9arch was begun some years ago to gather facts for this chapter but 
proved only partially succesful because most field observers had dif
ferent ideas just what a broodpatch was. Figure 101 in the above men
tioned publication clearly shows the broodpatch of a Wheatear, breast 
and belly are completely bare, the skin is somewhat reddish and slight
ly wrinkled, This condition pertains to most songbirds which are of in
terest to us here I females, are known to have well developed broodspots, 
Naturally, further research is desireable. A complete incubation patch 
is quite obvious and cannot be mistaken by the field worker, It should 
be very interesting if we could determine how many days it takes for a 
broodpatch to develop, Special research is required here, Also the study 
of re-growth of the feathers should be interesting, Notes about this 
should include how many feathers are in pin, quill o,, full growth stage, 

With any research on this subject, we should not overlook that the under
parts of the young birds usually are only partially or lightly feathered, 
To obtain as complete a record as possible of all genera in this aspect, 
copious notes should be taken about each species we encounter with dates, 
band numbers, etc., to facilitate comparisons in subsequent seasons, 

b) Cloacal condition 

Facts about this condition are most important, To reach a~ objective con
clusion, more thoroughly researched data is needed. See Vogelfang und 
Vogelberingung, Vol. Ii pp. 178-179 for further details. 
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NEST RECORD CARD PROGRAM 
By David B. Peakall 

I would like to start by thanking all those members of the Eastern 
Bird Banding Association who have already contributed to our Nest Record 
Card Program. Basically, our program is very simple. The observer com
pletes a card for each active nest found and returns the completed cards 
to us for analysis. Two points should be made; first, records of common 
species are the most important since a large number of records are needed 
for analysis, and, second, that records which have more than one visit 
are much more valuable than those which have only a single visit. 

Why a nest record card program? Our basic objective is to provide 
a central clearing house for the collection and distribution of informa
tion on the breeding biology of birds. Any serious researcher, amateur 
or professional, can use the information collected by the Nest Record 
Card Program. All we ask is that you give us a brief outline of the pro
posed work so that we can see if our data is appropriate and also so that 
we can prevent overlap of investigations. The cost of print-out of the 
data, normally a few dollars, is the responsibility of the investigator. 
A brief acknowledgement is requested in any published study. 

Our program covers the United States but in some areas records 
should be sent to regional programs who will subsequently loan us the use 
of the cards for punching the data onto computer. These areas area 

Alaska Nest Record Card Scheme - Department Biological Science 

Detroit Audubon Bird Survey 

University of Alaska 
College, Alaska 99701 

- Mrs. Neil T. Kelley 
Detroit Audubon Society 
3681 Forest Hill Drive 
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 48013 

Florida Nest Record Card Program-Dr. Glen E. Woolfenden 
Department of Zoology 
University of South Florida 
Tampa, Fla. 33620 

Illinois Nest Records Program - Dr. John R. Paul 
Illinois State Museum 
Springfield, Ill. 62706 

Kansas Breeding-bird Survey - Dr. R. F. Johnson 
Museum of Natural History 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence , Ka. 66044 




